A SURVEY REPORT ON CHURCH & POLITICS IN KENYA 2022
BACKGROUND & OBJECTIVES
The Church & Politics survey sought to determine the attitudes of
Christians in Kenya across church denominations on politics,
elections, and the extent of their involvement in the political
process. It also looked into other matters touching on pulpit
ministry.
The online poll was open to Christians from all church
denominations in Kenya. It reveals opinions and practices on the
specific areas covered by the survey. The collated findings below
highlight critical views on Church and Politics. We hope these
findings will create and inform conversations on how the Church in
Kenya can better play its crucial role during the General Election
period.
We are grateful to all the participants for sharing their views, thus
enabling ShahidiHub Research to produce these findings.
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QUESTION 1
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

There should be no political endorsements from the pulpit
Most Christians in Kenya (79.13%) think it is inappropriate for pastors/church leaders to
publicly endorse a political candidate(s) or a political party from the pulpit. Congregations
comprise members with diverse political ideologies and affiliations; thus, it is unwise for a
church leader to validate one candidate/political party over the other.
Approximately 15% believe it is appropriate for pastors/church leaders to endorse a
political candidate or party publicly. At the same time, 6% were unsure whether church
leaders should outrightly speak on this matter.
QUESTION 2
Statement: Churches should not allow politicians to use the pulpit.
SUMMARY FINDING

No shared pulpit: Most Christians in Kenya (73%) believe churches should
not allow politicians to use the pulpit.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Approximately seven in 10 Christians in Kenya (73%) believe churches should not allow
politicians to use the pulpit to propagate their agenda. However, this does not mean that
Christians are disinterested in politics. Another 22% think that churches can allow
politicians to use the pulpit. Those unsure of the statement were 5%.

QUESTION 3
Which of the following best represents your Church’s practice when political
leaders/candidates attend a worship service?







Wave-and-sit-down recognition
Allowed to address the congregation from the pulpit
Allowed to address the congregation away from the pulpit
Allowed to address worshippers outside the church building
Not given recognition at all
Other

SUMMARY FINDING

When in Churches, politicians enjoy some form of recognition and
attention.
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Except for a marginal 4.52% who do not give recognition to politicians in their churches,
most Christians polled indicated that their churches recognize political leaders when they
join their worship services. However, the nature of recognition differs based on
congregational/ denominational practices. In the order of the scores, some Churches (34%)
allow politicians to address the congregation away from the pulpit, other churches (23%)
permit them to only Wave-and-sit-down, and another 17% of congregations allow them to
address the congregation from the pulpit (17%), while 16% of churches allow them to
address worshipers outside the church building.
QUESTION 4
Which of the following do you consider Christian roles in an election process? Select
all that apply







Pray
Vote
Vie for a political seat
Mobilize support for a credible political candidate
Offer financial support
Be responsible citizen

SUMMARY FINDING

As a Christian, be a responsible citizen, vote, and pray.
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Christians in Kenya, during an election process, believe their primary role is to be
responsible citizens (83.03%), vote (81.14%), and pray (79.42%).
Other roles, as indicated, include: vying for a political seat (49.10%), mobilizing support for
a credible political candidate (27.44%), and offering financial support (20.40%).

QUESTION 5
What do you consider the Church’s role in an election process? Select all that apply
 Prophetic voice/moral conscience of society
 Advocate for social justice
 Voter education
 Promote cohesion and prevent election-related violence
 Encourage and equip aspiring politicians
 Mediate during conflicts and crises
 Counsel political leaders
 Hold leaders accountable
 Preach the gospel only
SUMMARY FINDING

The Church plays a vital role in the political life of a nation during an
electioneering period. Church’s political participation spans from before,
during, and after elections.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
According to the Christians polled, the top six roles of the Church during an election
process include: Promoting cohesion and preventing election-related violence
(87.30%), Advocating for social justice (71.87%), Mediating during conflicts and crises
(67.33%), Offering counsel to political leaders (63.70%), Voter education (62.61%),
being a prophetic voice/moral conscience of society (48.82%) by speaking into policy,
structural and governance issues.
Other highlighted roles include: Holding leaders accountable (42.83%) and
Encouraging and equipping aspiring politicians (33.39%).
However, approximately 13% thought the Church should only preach the gospel.

QUESTION 6
What will inform your choice of political leaders in the upcoming General Election?
Select all that apply
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The next political leaders must have Character, Values, Spirituality,
Leadership Experience, a Sound Manifesto, and a Past Performance
Record.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The top five considerations that will inform the choices of leaders in the upcoming
elections (in order) include Character and values of the candidates (85.06%), Spiritual Life
of the candidates (62.66%), Leadership experience (61.20%), Manifesto of political
(57.92%), Former leadership performance (57.74%).
Other factors include involvement in church activities by the leaders (38.07%), Gender
concerns (17.85%), and Political party/coalitions (13.48%).
The age of candidates (9.65%) and the tribal identities of candidates (1.46) scored the
lowest.

QUESTION 8
Statement: Bible is key to better politics.
SUMMARY FINDING

Nine-in-Ten Christians believe that Bible is key to better politics.
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Most Christians believe that the Bible is key to better politics (92%), 5% disagreed with the
assertion, while 4% indicated they are unsure.
This is influenced by the belief that the Bible is God’s authoritative word that can inform
and transform lives, families, nation-building, political discourses, and forms of leadership
and governance.

QUESTION 8
Statement: The clergy and Church leaders who wish to view for political seats should
resign from church leadership
SUMMARY FINDING

Six-in-Ten Christians in Kenya believe that clergy and Church leaders who
wish to vie for political seats should resign from church leadership.
Most Christians in Kenya (65%) believe that clergy and Church leaders who wish to vie for
political seats should resign from church leadership; 27% disagreed with the statement,
while 8% were unsure on whether they should resign.
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QUESTION 8
How often have you heard sermons related to the following topics in your
congregation?

Covid-19 health measures
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Although many Christians hold that the Church plays a pivotal role in politics
and that the Bible is key to better politics, many churches have given less
emphasis in their sermons/preaching to the prevailing concerns such as the
upcoming general elections and negative ethnicity and patriotism.
The low attention on health matters related to Covid-19 can partly be attributed to the low
positivity rates experienced in the first half of 2022. This finding emphasizes the need for
churches to intentionally and proactively equip the Church in light of emerging contextual
concerns.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Basic Survey Information
Number of Church Denominations in Kenya Represented: 102
Number of Respondents: 601
The Counties Represented by the polled Respondents: 38
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Research Dates: February- 2nd August 2022 (Though put on hold for some weeks, midway).
Poll Release: 3rd August 2022.
Who Participated: The web survey was open to Christians from all Churches in Kenya.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The margin of error: is ±4.0%; the sample provides a Confidence level of 95%.
The Snowball Sampling method was employed by Research assistants to get respondents
from various churches/denominations in Kenya, who then recommended the survey link to
Christian forums within their networks. Also, an invitation email was sent out to the
ShahidiHub Church database of church leaders/clergy and Christians in Kenya.
The US-based online data service company- SurveyMonkey Inc (Momentive) hosted the
online data.
SPONSORSHIP
Due to the need for well-research data and credible information on the Kenyan
contemporary ministry context, ShahidiHub Africa Ltd, sponsored the survey.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lead Researcher: Dr. Elkanah Cheboi holds a Ph.D. in Biblical & Theological Studies from
Africa International University. He is an educator, consultant, researcher, publisher, and
ordained minister of the gospel. Currently, he leads a team of researchers and oversees
publications.
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ShahidiHub Africa Ltd. is a nondenominational, nonpartisan Christian research,
publications, and media company based in Kenya. Through ShahidiHub Research, the
company seeks to provide credible and well-researched data and insights on the
contemporary ministry context and emerging trends through opinion polls/surveys on
societal matters/themes affecting the Church. In addition, the organization has an online
platform where it hosts conversations on Church and society. We are grateful for the
invaluable feedback from our respondents.
Visit our website: www.shahidihub.com and Like our Facebook Page: ShahidiHub Africa
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ShahidiHub Research & Consulting: Research in Africa for God’s Kingdom in Africa.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ShahidiHub Africa Ltd
PO BOX 4419, NAKURU, 20100,
research@shahidihub.org
Phone: 0734272112
www.shahidihub.com
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